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Introduction

In order to achieve a better software quality, it is an interesting aspect to verify the correctness
of a program at the source code level with respect to a given specification. We are currently
developing an interactive verification system called Jive [7] which operates on a Java subset
using a Hoare-style programming logic. It is very tedious to verify each and every line of the
code to be examined in a separate step, even for those code parts that are straightforward to
handle. Thus it is desirable that larger pieces of code can be verified automatically. This can
be achieved by using a predicate transformer. It can handle a code sequence by generating a
precondition for each element of the sequence, starting with a given postcondition. If it can
be shown that a given precondition implies the one generated for the whole sequence, the
code indeed satisfies its specification.
This paper presents a predicate transformer called “practical weak precondition transformation” (pwp) which operates on the statements of a sequential Java subset called Java-KE.
This subset covers object-oriented features like dynamic method binding and exceptions. References, recursion and iteration are supported as well. Details of the embedding of the pwp
predicate transformer into our verification tool Jive are given in [12].
Predicate transformers have been examined in detail in the literature. Many other papers
deal with aspects like modelling the object store or handling exceptions. This paper puts
these pieces together and presents a predicate transformer that adapts parts of these different
approaches to our Java subset and integrates them into the formal setting used in Jive.
Related Work Dijkstra was one of the first to present a weakest precondition calculus [4].
His work was revised and extended by Gries [5]. These calculi are based on a sequential
language. More recent publications include Cavalcanti and Naumann’s refinement calculus for
an object-oriented language [3]. This calculus supports classes, visibility, dynamic binding,
and recursion. Leino presents in [6] a weakest precondition calculus for an object-oriented
language with exceptions. He identifies a part of the object store with each pointer type.
David von Oheimb embeds in [9] a large part of Java Card, a sequential Java sublanguage,
into the theorem prover Isabelle/HOL, including exceptions and an object store model, and
performs meta-theory on the language.
Overview Section 2 provides an overview of the Java subset we consider in this paper and
explains our model of the object store and exceptions. Section 3 presents the practical weak
precondition generation mechanism pwp. It first introduces the language constructs for which
a weakest precondition has been found, subsequently followed by those language constructs
that can not be treated as easily. For the latter constructs, pwp does not yield weakest
preconditions, but it provides “practical weak” preconditions, i.e. preconditions that are weak
enough to be useful in practice.
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Verifying Java

2.1

The Language Java-KE

The predicate transformer pwp operates on a sequential Java subset called Java-KE. This
language encompasses basic data types, interface and class types, subtyping and inheritance,
a simple exception mechanism, dynamic binding, most statement kinds in a simplified form,
and expressions without side-effects.
2.2

Modelling the Object Store and Exceptions

The object store (or heap) is considered a global program variable denoted by $. The variable
$ can be used in pre- and postconditions and holds values of type Store. Type Store is an
abstract data type with the following operations:
h := i : Store × InstVar × Value
hi
: Store × TypeId
()
: Store × InstVar
alive
: Value × Store
new
: Store × TypeId

→
→
→
→
→

Store
Store
Value
Bool
Value

InstVar denotes the set of instance variables. OS hIV := V i yields the object store that is
obtained from OS by updating instance variable IV with value V . OS hT i yields the object
store that is obtained from OS by allocating a new object of type T . OS (IV ) yields the value
of instance variable IV in store OS. If V is an object reference, alive(V, OS ) tests whether
the referenced object is alive in OS. new (OS , TID) yields a reference to an object of type
TID that is not alive in OS. (An axiomatization of these operations is presented in [11].) In
addition, it is assumed that there exists an initial value for each type. This value is provided
by init(T ). T may be an interface type or basic type; init(T ) may yield null.
To handle exceptions, our proof tool uses a special program variable exc that records
whether an exception has occurred and if so, of what kind. If a statement terminated normally,
exc equals null in the postconditional state. Otherwise exc contains a value of an exceptional
type. Currently, the exceptional types NullPExc for null pointer exceptions and CastExc
for class cast exceptions are supported. In preconditional states, the semantics guarantees
exc = null.
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The Predicate Transformer pwp

The predicate transformer pwp presented here treats all Java-KE statements. We show for
each statement how a given postcondition is transformed into a weak precondition. The
generated precondition is weakest for all statements except the while-loop, method invocation
and method call (see below).
3.1

Weakest Preconditions

The precondition generation rules presented in this subsection yield weakest preconditions
wrt. a given statement stmt and postcondition P. This means that any execution of stmt
starting in any state S that satisfies the generated precondition, denoted by pwp(“stmt”, P),
leads to a state S 0 that satisfies the given postcondition P.
The first rule, pwp-field-read, operates on a given postcondition P and the field-read statement. This statement operates on the object referenced by y. It can lead to two results: If y
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points to some object in the object store, the value of the field a of the object referenced by
y is assigned to the local variable x, and the statement terminates normally. If, on the other
hand, the reference y equals null, the statement terminates exceptionally. A new null pointer
exception object of type NullPExc is created in the current object store, and a reference to
this object is stored in exc. The notation R[a/b] represents the result of substituting a for
the free occurrences of b in R. The current object store is denoted by $.
pwp-field-read: pwp(“x = y.a; ”, P) =def (y 6= null ∧ P[$(y.a)/x])
∨ (y = null ∧ P[$hNullPExci/$, new ($, NullPExc)/exc])

In the field-write statement, the value of the expression e is assigned to the field a of the object
referenced by x. Again, the statement can terminate normally, which leads to an update of the
object x in the current object store, or exceptionally, which causes a null pointer exception
object to be generated as described above.
pwp-field-write: pwp(“x.a = e; ”, P) =def (x 6= null ∧ P[$hx.a := ei/$])
∨(x = null ∧ P[$hNullPExci/$, new ($, NullPExc)/exc])

The cast statement casts the value of the expression e to type T. This is only successful if
the type of this value, denoted by typeof(e), is indeed a subtype of T (the subtype relation
is depicted by  ). If this is the case, the result of the cast operation is assigned to the local
variable x. Otherwise, a cast exception object of type CastExc is created and assigned to the
variable exc.
pwp-cast: pwp(“x = (T)e; ”, P) =def (typeof (e)  T ∧ P[e/x]) ∨
(typeof (e) 6 T ∧ P[$hCastExci/$, new ($, CastExc)/exc])

The new statement generates a new object of type T on the object store and assigns a
reference to it to the local variable x. We do not consider out of memory errors as they are
not related to the correctness of the code. Thus, the new statement cannot raise an exception.
pwp-new: pwp(“x = new T(); ”, P) =def P[new($, T)/x, $hTi/$]
The seq statement represents the sequential composition of two statements. If an exception
occurs during the execution of the first statement s1 , the execution of the second statement
s2 is skipped, otherwise s2 is executed after s1 .
pwp-seq: pwp(“s1 s2 ”, P) =def pwp(“s1 ”, (exc 6= null ∧ P) ∨ (exc = null ∧ pwp(“s2 ”, P)))
The if statement executes the statement s1 if the expression e is evaluated to true. Otherwise,
it executes s2 .
pwp-if: pwp(“if(e){s1 }else{s2 }”, P) =def (pwp(“s1 ”, P) ∧ e) ∨ (pwp(“s2 ”, P) ∧ ¬e)
The block statement declares a local variable v of type T. Then, it executes the statement s.
init(T) yields the initial value for variables of type T. This value is initially stored in v.
pwp-block: pwp(“T v; s”, P) =def pwp(“s”, P)[init(T)/v]
The try-catch statement executes the statement s0 . If the execution terminates normally,
the rest of the try-catch statement is ignored. If an exception occurs in s0 , then the type
of the exception can either be a subtype of T or not. In the first case, the reference to the
exception object, which is stored in exc, is assigned to the local variable e, then exc is set to
null, and the statement s2 is executed. In the second case, the rest of the try-catch statement
is ignored again.
pwp-catch: pwp(“try{s0 }catch(T e){s1 }”, Q) =def
pwp(“s0 ”, ((exc = null ∨ typeof(exc) 6 T) ∧ Q) ∨
(exc 6= null ∧ typeof(exc)  T ∧ pwp(“s1 ”, Q)[null/exc, exc/e]))
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Practical Weak Preconditions

The following pwp-rules are not sharp, which means that there exist weaker preconditions
that lead to the same postcondition. But this might only be of theoretical value if the sharp
rule is not practically manageable. A more detailed discussion follows below.
pwp-while: The while-loop causes the usual problems of finding the loop invariant. We assume
here that the user has annotated each while loop with the according loop invariant before
the application of pwp. In our proof system Jive we let the user determine the loop invariant
interactively. We are planning to investigate invariant generation as presented in [13] in the
near future.
The while statement repeats the execution of statement s as long as the expression e yields
true (which is checked before any execution of s) and no exception occurs in s.
pwp-while: pwp(“while(e){s}”, Q) =def I ∧ (∀ v, $ : I ∧ e ⇒ pwp(“s”, I))
∧ (∀ v, $ : I ∧ (exc 6= null ∨ ¬e) ⇒ Q)

Let v be the vector that contains the values of all variables that occur in I, e, pwp(“s”, I)
or Q. Then the above quantification ranges over all possible values of variables and all possible
object stores, denoted by the quantification over the current object store $.
Dijkstra gives in [4] a recursive version of the weakest precondition of loops which relies on
the fact that the given postcondition already is an invariant of the loop. The result depends
on the number of iterations of the loop. Berghammer presents in [1] a more general variant of
this rule which requires the calculation of a countably infinite set of formulae that are derived
from the postcondition.
pwp-invocation: The method invocation statement invokes a method m on the object referenced by y, passing the expression e as argument. If y does not equal null, the method m is
evaluated and the return value is stored in x. Otherwise, a null pointer exception is created.
In order for this pwp-rule to work, we assume that each method of the given program is
annotated with suitable specifications. The pwp-rule basically uses the precondition P of the
specification of the invoked method m, with some slight modifications, as precondition of the
method invocation site. To be able to do this, it has to guarantee that the postcondition R
of the method specification implies the postcondition at the invocation site. This implication
must hold for a suitable set of results and object stores, namely for those results that can be
produced by m if invoked in the preconditional state, and for those object stores that can be
achieved from the preconditional object store by means of invoking m. It is safe to assume the
implication for all results and object stores, but this precondition can usually be weakened by
constraining their choice. Details of such constraints are given below. If, however, the method
is invoked on an object that equals null, the resulting precondition can directly be derived
from the postcondition, without regarding any method specifications.
pwp-invocation: pwp(“x = y.m(e); ”, Q) =def (y 6= null ∧ P[y/this, e/par] ∧
(∀E, H : ρ(y, e, $, H, E) ∧ R[E/res, H/$] ⇒ Q[E/x, H/$]))
∨ (y = null ∧ Q[$hNullPExci/$, new ($, NullPExc)/exc])

H and E must be fresh variables that do not appear in Q nor R. The term ρ(y, e, $, H, E)
represents some general constraints on the objects y on which the method can be invoked,
on the arguments e, on the current object store $, on the possible postconditional object
stores H, and on the possible results E. A good ρ makes the precondition weaker and the
rule sharper. A simple solution is to take ρ to be true everywhere. In this case, no constraints
are regarded, which strengthens the precondition. This does not result in a sharp rule.
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Which constraints are reasonable to be imposed on ρ to restrict the range of the quantification and to weaken the precondition? We start in the preconditional state with a given object
store $. The modifications that m can perform on $ are quite limited. Only object stores that
result from imposing those modifications on $ can possibly play the role of the object store
of the poststate. This especially includes that all objects that are alive in the preconditional
object store $ have still to be alive in the postconditional object store because objects cannot
be destroyed in Java-KE. Additionally, we can restrict the possible result values E. First of
all, E must be alive, which means that it must have been created in the program flow leading
to the state regarded here. E must also represent an object or value which is a legal return
value of m: it must be of the declared return type, and it must only contain information that
m has access to, i.e. that can be reached via the implicit this reference which points to the
object referenced by y or via a reference that is possibly passed to m as argument, denoted
by e in the method invocation1 . This leads to the next constraint on the object store, namely
that m can only modify those objects it can reach. In the method invocation “y.m(e)”, m can
only reach objects that are reachable via the references y and possibly e. For further examples
of constraints as well as for a definition of the reach property see [10].
A more general version of this discussion can be applied to the pwp-while rule as well.
Sharp rules for method invocation have already been examined in the literature. Bijlsma
[2] and Naumann [8] both present a sharp rule, but neither of them models the global object
store. Thus, it is not as difficult as in our scenario to get a sharp rule because the external
constraints listed above can be disregarded. Still, it might be interesting to integrate their
work into our rule to make it sharper than it is, which we are currently investigating.
pwp-call: This rule is used for method invocations that are statically bound. In Java-KE, only
method invocations of the kind super.m() fulfill this requirement as the keyword private is
not part of the language.
The line of argumentation equals the one used for pwp-invocation. The only difference is
that here the method is not invoked on a given object y but on the implicit parameter (this).
Therefore, we need not regard the case that y equals null because the Java-KE semantics
always guarantees this 6= null, which simplifies the generated precondition.
pwp-call: pwp(“x = super.m(e);”, P) =def P[e/par]∧
(∀E, H : ρ(e, $, H, E) ∧ R[E/res, H/$] ⇒ Q[E/x, H/$])
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Conclusions

In this paper we presented a predicate transformer that operates on a sequential Java subset. It
yields practical weak preconditions for all statements of the language. These preconditions are
weakest for all statements except for the while loop and method invocation. The preconditions
generated for the latter statements are weak enough to be practically useful.
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